
Select a Genre  2 Weeks for each Genre (12 Genres per Grade), as Follows:

Week One: Mentor and Practice Cards 20–30 minutes per day 

Mentor  
Card

Study the Model: 
• Teach the Genre  
• Read the Mentor Card  
• Markup the Mentor Card

Practice  
Card; 
BLM 1

Student Practice: 
• Read and Markup the Practice Card  
• BLM 1

Mini-Lesson: 
•  Teach Mini-Lesson in ELA Small Groups  

for students needing more support.

Practice  
Card

• Review features of the Genre
•  Select topic for Independent Writing from  

PROMPTS on the back of the card.

Week Two: Independent Writing 20–30 minutes per day 

BLM 2/ 
Graphic 
Organizer

Independent Writing: 
• Plan and Prewrite  
• Draft 

Student 
Resource 
Handbook

Independent Writing: 
• Draft  
• Conference 
• Revise

Student 
Resource 
Handbook

Independent Writing: 
• Revise  
• Conference 
• Edit

Student 
Resource 
Handbook

Independent Writing: 
• Publish  
• Share

Pacing Plan
Writing Central is a supplemental product that is flexible enough to be used within the Literacy Block,  
and with core ELA products. This is a suggested pacing plan that covers 2 weeks to complete one Genre.  

It can be repeated to cover the 12 Genres for each grade, for a total of 24 weeks.
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Write a book review. Here are some ideas. 
Or use your own! Write a book review for . . .

• your favorite picture book.
• a book you’ve recently read.
• a book chosen from your classroom library or school’s learning resource center.
• a book that a friend recommends.

Be sure to—
• identify the book’s title, author, and illustrator in the introduction.
• include a short summary of what the book is about.
• tell what the theme of the book is or why you think the author wrote it.
• tell what you like, or do not like, about the book and give reasons why.
• end with a conclusion that makes a recommendation about the book.

e  Ms. Cherry writes about one man and one Kapok tree to send a 
message about the importance of saving all of Earth’s rain forests. 
As each animal speaks, we learn about the Kapok tree, the rain 
forest, and the way all living things are connected. Ms. Cherry even 
includes a world map at the end of the book to show where rain 
forests are found in the world and some of the amazing animals that 
live there.

r  My favorite part of the book is the illustrations. The detailed 
paintings help you picture the animals and plants of the rain forest 
clearly. In comparison, the story is very simple. I wish it included more 
details about why the rain forest is important or more details about 
how to save it. 

t  I would recommend this book for children who are just starting to 
learn about the rain forest. The simple story will make them curious to 
learn more about the rain forest. And the illustrations will introduce 
them to some of the unusual animals that live there. I think it is a 
beautiful book that readers will enjoy looking at again and again.
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